PHASE I:
UPPER PARK SITE PLAN, COMPLETED FALL 2018

1. LOOKOUT C: VIEW TO MESABI IRON RANGE
2. LOOKOUT A: VIEW TO MINE
3. LOOKOUT B: VIEW TO CITY
4. OLD MINE VIEW BUILDING TEMP. LOCATION
5. MESABI TRENCH
6. ARTIFACT - SHOVELS
7. ARTIFACT - MINING TRUCK
8. VIEWING PLATFORM
9. ARTIFACT - DIESEL ENGINE
10. ARTIFACT - DRILL BIT
11. ARTIFACT - ANCHOR
12. ARTIFACT - RAIL CART

MAP KEY:
- N
- MESABI AXIS
PHASE 2:
BUILDING PHASEING STRATEGY

1. New building adjacent to temporary placement of old building

2. Old building replaced with part 2 of new building on existing foundation
PHASE 2:
MINE VIEW BUILDINGS, CONCEPT RENDERING
FUTURE PHASES:
PARK & BIKE+TRAIL EXPANSIONS, MORE MINING ARTIFACTS!